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DEAR TEACHERS
I’m delighted that you’ve chosen our ofﬁcial preparation materials
to prepare for a Cambridge English Qualiﬁcation.
We take great pride in the fact that our materials draw on the expertise
of a whole team of writers, teachers, assessors and exam experts.
These are materials that you can really trust.
Our preparation materials are unique in many ways:
•

They combine the skills and knowledge of the teams at Cambridge Assessment English,
who create the tests, and the teams at Cambridge University Press, who create the
English Language Teaching materials.

•

They draw upon the experience of millions of previous exam candidates
– where they succeed and where they have difﬁculties. We target exercises
and activities precisely at these areas so that you can actively ‘learn’ from
previous test takers’ mistakes.

•

Every single task in our materials has been carefully checked
to be an accurate reﬂection of what test takers ﬁnd in the test.

In addition, we listen to what you tell us at every stage of the development process.
This allows us to design the most user-friendly courses, practice tests and
supplementary training. We create materials using in-depth knowledge, research
and practical understanding. Prepare for Cambridge English Qualiﬁcations
with conﬁdence in the knowledge that you have the best materials available
to support you on your way to success.
We wish you the very best on your journey with us.

With kind regards,

Pamela Baxter
Director
Cambridge Exams Publishing
PS. If you have any feedback at all on our support materials for exams, please write to us at
cambridgeexams@cambridge.org
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The Complete
Exam Journey
The unique exam journey in
Complete Key for Schools allows
learners to build their confidence
and develop their skills as they
progress through each unit,
ensuring they are ready on exam
day. Along the journey there are …

Full reading, listening, writing and
speaking exam tasks in every unit with step
by step preparation exercises to ensure
students have the skills necessary to
understand and do the exam task.
Exam advice boxes with
up-to-date tips which
are placed before every
exam task in every unit,
so students can apply
the tips as they do the
task.

Opportunities to
fine tune and practise
each exam task,
confident in the
knowledge that the
materials are checked
by the same team who
writes the exams.

Extra practice sections for writing
and speaking exam tasks at the
back of the book with preparation
exercises and model exam tasks
for students to follow.

Exercises targeting common
A2 Key problem areas, using
data from the Cambridge
Learner Corpus, so students can
overcome language areas of
difficulty in time for the exam.
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Student’s Book overview
All Key for Schools full listening, reading, speaking and writing
exam tasks have topics specifically chosen for teenagers.

Eye-catching images in the
Starting off section at the
beginning of each unit get
students interested in
the unit topic.

Brightly designed Exam advice
boxes precede all exam tasks
in every unit.
Clearly flagged, brightly designed grammar
rules boxes explain the key grammar points.

Relevant
pronunciation
points clearly link
to input language.

Communicative
speaking activities
encourage topic
discussion.
6
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Increased
photo content
to appeal to
students.
Unit Vocabulary
and grammar
reviews provide
consolidation
exercises.

Common mistakes
made by students
identified and practised
in grammar sections.

Unit-by-unit Grammar
reference section provides
further explanations and
practice exercises.

Exam task Speaking bank
section includes practice
exercises, useful language,
photos and model answers.

Extra grammar and
vocabulary exercises
for students
organised by topic
and language area
can be found online.

Exam task Writing bank section includes
useful language, practice exercises and
model exam answers.
7
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Component line-up
Workbook without answers
with Audio Download
The activities in the Workbook consolidate
the language presented in the Student’s
Book. It also includes extra exam practice
with exam advice boxes.
12 pages of Vocabulary Extra consolidate
topic vocabulary taught in each unit in the
Student’s Book.
Students can access and download the audio
files using the code in the book.

Online Workbook

4
Reading Part 4

4

too and enough

I’m shopping!

Listening Part 5

2

4

about
and complete the sentences
Look at the pictures
the box.
and the adjectives from
Ben. Use too / enough
old
big heavy long
young
short small strong

1

1 Ben can’t wear these.

too short
long enough

answer.
choose the correct
For each question,
to a friend about going
You will hear Tom talking
buy?
What did each person
shopping with his family.

People
0 Tom
1 sister
2 dad
3 mum
4 brother
5 grandma

C

Grammar

Present continuous

1

Ben can’t wear these
.

3

and present simple

this evening.
tea – they’ve
/ are wanting a cup of
5 Mum and Dad want
just come home.
/ waits for his
cinema. He is waiting
6 Tom is outside the
dad to collect him.
/ isn’t
dog, but he doesn’t understand
7 I’m talking to my
understanding me.
I can buy some
you knowing where
8 Do you know / Are
cool trainers?

trousers because they

are

trousers because they

aren’t

Rowena Davis

I’m sitting

(sit) in
At the moment (1)
My brother and I
the living room at home. (play) computer games and we
(2)
(have) a snack. We always
(3)
(play) our favourite games
(4)
(come) home from
when we (5)
– she
school. Mum’s in the kitchen
tonight.
supper
(cook) our
(6)
(not cook) every
She (7)
Dad’s job because she (8)
evening – that’s usually
late.
(get) home from work
Dad (9)
But she had a day off today.
now. He’ll be home soon.
work
from
home
(travel)

Things they bought
A bag
B dress
C jeans
D shirt
E shoes
F suit
G T-shirt
H watch

.
to complete these sentences
Circle the correct words
every weekend.
plays is playing football
1 Jack plays/
moment?
are you doing at the
2 What do you do /
house.
three bedrooms in our
3 We are having / have
show on TV
/ is watching a fashion
4 My sister watches

her own
a teenager who makes
Read the article about
answer.
choose the correct
clothes. For each question,

Use the
the verbs in brackets.
Complete the text with
present continuous.
present simple or the

n about each
You will hear informatio
order as the list.
person in the same

05

that goes with what’s
Choose the word
the gap.
before and after

1

in
years old and lives
is
thing to do there
London. (1)
clothes shops, because
to look around the
in fashion. She’s
she’s very (2)
(3)
she
and
brilliant at drawing,
to
of different clothes
drawing pictures
places. She
drawing people or
some of
knows how to make
(4)
draws! (5)
the clothes that she
to enter a fashion
month she decided
of the
magazine with one
competition in a
made
– and she won! ‘I
dresses she made
dress – and the judges
a beautiful party
I’d like
‘When I’m older,
loved it!’ says Becky.
making clothes
(6)
a
have
to
and earn lots of money.
for famous people,
’
That would be fantastic!

Rowena Davis is 15
team because he’s
2 Ben can’t join the
.
because he isn’t
Ben can’t join the team .

the
make mistakes with
Exam candidates often
Correct the
present continuous.
present simple and
these sentences.
mistakes in each of
she bought.

1 She’s liking the clothes

she likes

2 I am wanting to read

6 Jack isn’t liking the

every day.

action films. I’m loving

jeans he got – they’re

my
7 Are you knowing

to carry the bag.

I have a new living room.

at 12.30
4 I’m having lunch
are
5 My favourite films

for Ben to carry.

3 The bag is
Ben isn’t

that book, too.

3 I not needing it because

friend John?

1 A important
2 A interested

them.

C best
C good
C prefers
C quite
C Past
C job

B favourite
B excited

very big.

4

for three people.

Vocabulary
extra

I’m shopping!
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3

Clothes adjectives

The Online Workbook is a digital version
of the print Workbook and allows you to
track your students’ progress, highlighting
areas of strength and weakness for ongoing
performance improvement.

1

Look at the verbs in the box. Then
complete the sentences with the verbs.

Look at the people. Complete the descriptions, using the words
from the box.
put on clothes in the morning
take off clothes to go to bed
try on clothes in a shop before buying
them
change out of old jeans and change
into something nice for a party

try on

A

B

C

bag belt boots dress hat jacket jeans
sweater shirt suit sunglasses tie trainers
umbrella watch

sweater

A Jamie is wearing a dark (1)
and a pair of light blue
(2)
. He’s wearing a big pair of (3)
and a black
(4)
He’s wearing (5)
because it’s sunny.
B Saskia is wearing a pretty (6)
with a black (7)
and a long (8)
. She’s wearing white (9)
, and
.
she’s carrying a small (10)
C Mr Bell is wearing a dark (11)
, a white (12)
He’s wearing an expensive silver
and a blue and red (13)
(14)
and he’s carrying a large (15)
.
2

In a big store, which department would you go to for the following things?
1 necklace

a jewellery

2 football shorts

b women’s clothes

3 boots

c sports clothes

4 skirt

d shoes

5 swimming costume

e men’s clothes

6 ring
7 dress

1 Excuse me, could I
this T-shirt?
2 My family and I are going out to dinner
tonight, so I need to
my school clothes and
a nice dress before I go.
3 I’m too hot. I need to
this thick sweater.
4 I should
my coat –
it’s cold tonight.
4

Complete the sentences with the
adjectives in the box.
crowded dark dirty heavy

high

low

1 I can’t carry these shopping bags –
they’re really
.
2 The bus into town is sometimes so
that we can’t get
on it.
3 I don’t really like the colour of this
T-shirt – it’s too
.
I’d prefer a lighter one.
4 That sports shop has very
prices. Let’s look
inside!
5 My football shirt is
, so I need to wash
it.
6 The sweaters are on a
shelf, so I can’t get
them. Could you help me, please?

heavy

8 tie
I’m shopping!

19

Teacher’s Book with Downloadable Resource Pack
The Teacher’s Book includes step-by-step activities for each stage of the lesson, with
answer keys, background information, extra activities and photocopiable audioscripts.
It also includes unit target vocabulary word lists with two vocabulary practice activities
per unit. The Teacher’s Book also provides access to:
• The Class Audio
• Extra teacher photocopiable resources
• Speaking videos

Test Generators

Presentation Plus

The test generator allows teachers to build their own tests for each
unit, term and end-of-year assessment. They are available at two
levels: standard and plus.

Presentation Plus is easy-to-use, interactive classroom
presentation software that helps you deliver effective and
engaging lessons. It includes the Student’s Book and Workbook
content and allows you to present and annotate content and link
to the online resources.
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A2 Key for Schools content
and overview
Part/Timing

Content

Exam focus

1
Reading and
Writing
1 hour

Part 1: Discrete three-option multiple choice
questions on six short texts.
Part 2: Matching. There are three short texts with
seven items. Candidates are asked to decide which
text an item refers to.
Part 3: Three-option multiple choice. Candidates
read a text and are asked to choose the correct
answer from five multiple-choice questions.
Part 4: Three-option multiple-choice cloze. A text
is followed by six questions. Candidates select the
correct word from each question to complete the
text.
Part 5: Open cloze. Candidates complete gaps in one
or two short texts.
Part 6: Writing – short message
Part 7: Writing – story

Part 1: Candidates focus on overall understanding
of emails, notices and messages.
Part 2: Candidates read for specific information
and detailed comprehension.
Part 3: Candidates read for detailed
understanding and main ideas.
Part 4: Candidates read and identify the
appropriate word.
Part 5: Candidates read and identify the
appropriate word with the focus on grammar.
Part 6: Candidates write a communicative note or
email of at least 25 words.
Part 7: Candidates write a narrative of at least 35
words describing the people, events and locations
that are shown in three pictures.

2
Listening
approximately
30 minutes

Part 1: Five short dialogues with three-option
multiple-choice questions with pictures.
Part 2: Longer dialogue. Five gaps to fill with words
or numbers.
Part 3: Longer informal dialogue with five threeoption multiple-choice items.
Part 4: Five three-option multiple choice questions
on five short dialogues or monologues.
Part 5: Matching. There is a longer informal dialogue.
Candidates match five items with eight options.

Part 1: Candidates are expected to listen and
identify key information.
Part 2: Candidates are expected to identify and
write down key information.
Part 3: Candidates listen to identify specific
information, feelings and opinions.
Part 4: Candidates listen to identify the main idea,
message, gist, topic or point.
Part 5: Candidates listen to identify specific
information.

3
Speaking
8–10 minutes
per pair of
candidates

Part 1 Phase 1: Each candidate interacts with the
interlocutor, giving factual information of a personal
nature.
Part 1 Phase 2: A topic-based interview where the
interlocutor asks each candidate two questions
about their daily life.
Part 2 Phase 1: A discussion based on topic-based
artwork prompts. Candidates discuss the objects and
activities in the artwork with each other.
Part 2 Phase 2: The interlocutor leads follow-up
discussion on same topic as Phase 1. Each candidate
is asked two questions.

Part 1: Candidates focus on interactional and
social language.
Part 2: Candidates focus on organising a larger
unit of discourse.
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